[Difficulties in the evaluation of the basic treatment of rheumatoid polyarthritis: a role for the scales of quality of life?].
Evaluation of the efficacy of basic treatment of rheumatoid arthritis comes up against a large number of difficulties: absence of any single validated criterion in the form of a composite index with weighting of different factors, need for long term trials without any change in combined treatment and difficulties keeping all patients in such trials until their completion. These problems have led to the use of global evaluation as activity criterion, accepting treatment withdrawals and changes in combined treatment. This conversion of explicative trials to pragmatic trials results in difficulties in their interpretation. Trials based upon a pragmatic approach using quality of life scales are efficacy criterion should resolve some of methodological problems which may be encountered in the evaluation of basic treatment of R.A. Quality of life scales investigate three essential areas: physical activity, the social dimension and the psychological domain of emotional existence. Certain specific questionnaires such as "AIMS" are particularly suitable for rheumatological use. These quality of life scales are designed to quantify the usefulness of basic treatment, enabling evaluation which completes knowledge which may be acquired in terms of efficacy in explicative trials.